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Abstract 
Assessment of reinforced concrete bridges condition is of a great importance. A large number of structures fail 

every year without warning due to design errors, undetected or misevaluated flaws, low quality of construction 

materials and other reasons. Accurate, reliable assessment and monitoring of structures’ condition is essential for 

minimizing risk of a catastrophic failure. Different approaches and methods have been developed and applied 

during the recent decades for non-destructive evaluation of reinforced concrete structures. Among these 

methods, acoustic emission technology is unique as it not only detects, locates, identifies and assesses flaws in 

concrete and metal but is also used for on-line monitoring of structural integrity under operational conditions, 

evaluation of operational risk factors and detection of causes of flaw origination and development.  

 

In this work a guide for acoustic emission examination of reinforced concrete bridges is presented. It 

includes description of recommended test procedures for: 

• Flaw revealing, locating, typifying and assessing in bridge structure. 

• Evaluating stress levels, stress distribution, and direction of the main stresses in bridge elements. 

• Determination of concrete strength properties and distribution along the bridge spans and supports and 

detection of zones with concrete degradation and it reasons. 

• Assessing of pre-stressed conditions of bridge elements. 

• Revealing electrochemical corrosion of reinforcement and pre-stressed cables and quality of cathode 

protection. 

• Revealing and assessing stress corrosion cracking, hydrogen embrittelment of pre-stressed cables. 

• Evaluating conditions of underwater part of supports, possible landslide displacement, and support 

instability. 
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1. Introduction 
 

A number of methods have been developed and standardized in recent decades for non-

destructive evaluation of concrete in structures as well as methods for in-place evaluation of 

concrete properties. Review of some of these methods one can find in [1,2]. They include 

visual inspection, stress-wave methods, nuclear methods, penetrability methods, magnetic and 

electrical methods, infrared thermography and ground-penetrating radar. Despite multiple 

advantages, these methods have several important limitations. In most of the cases they 

cannot be applied for overall inspection of the concrete structure due to limited accessibility, 

high thickness of concrete components or other reasons. Also, these methods cannot be 

applied for continues long-term monitoring. But the most important limitation of these 

methods that they cannot estimate how actively flaws develop, how sensitive they are to 

operational loads changes and cannot assess overall stability of the structure. 

 

These limitations can be overcome by the acoustic emission technology. Since 1970s acoustic 

emission technology is widely applied for inspection of civil infrastructure over the world [3] 

and has a proven experience in assessment of: 

• Metal and reinforced concrete bridges. 

• Tunnels. 

• Industrial and civil buildings. 

• Concrete structures after fire, earthquakes and other trauma events. 

• Nuclear containment and structures subjected to radiation. 
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• Landslide activity. 

 

Despite worldwide application of the AE method and several procedures that have been 

already developed [4-9], this is an apparent lack of standardization in relation to application 

of AE technology for examination of concrete structures. In this work, we propose a guide for 

examination of reinforced concrete bridges by means of acoustic emission technology. 

2. Scope 

This guide describes acoustic emission (AE) examination of concrete and reinforced concrete 

bridges during their normal operation and without application of additional stimulus. 

 

The purpose of the AE examination is to detect, locate and characterize AE sources active in 

the structure under normal operational/loading/environmental conditions. Macro-scopic 

sources of AE in reinforced concrete bridges that are ready detected are micro- and macro-

crack development in concrete, closure of pores, fracture of aggregates, frictional noises due 

to structural movement and/or instability, rebar corrosion, corrosion of metal parts, corrosion 

and rupture of cables and others. 

 

When proper methods of data acquisition and analysis are developed, and criteria are 

elaborated, AE data measured during examination can be used for identification and 

quantitative or qualitative assessment of flaw indications. 

 

In addition to detection of flaw related AE sources, this guide can be used for indirect 

assessment of concrete strength, uniformity of concrete properties along the structure and 

evaluation of stress distribution in the bridge structure. 

 

The typical examination of bridge includes the following principal steps: 

• Learning structure. 

• Investigation of material properties and flaw characteristics. 

• Selection of equipment and sensor installation. 

• System performance verification. 

• AE examination. 

• Data analysis. 

• Report. 

3. Learning Structure 

Before conducting AE examination or AE structural health monitoring [10] of a concrete 

structure, it is necessary to obtain all information available regarding the structure to be 

examined including: 

• Its design information including detailed drawings. 

• Materials (concrete and steel) used, their properties and manufacturing processes. 

• Factors that can contribute to flaw origination and development (corrosion, supports 

instability, known and/or suspected design errors and etc.). 

• Wave propagation characteristics in the structural components (concrete and metal) 

including propagation modes, velocities, attenuation characteristics, etc. 

• Results of previous NDT examinations including visual surveys, history of repairs and 

results of failure analyses, known flaws/faults in the bridge. 



• Statistics of failures of similar bridges, common failure mechanisms, possible location 

of flaws and expected rate of flaw propagation. 

• Possible noise sources and other conditions that may affect examination. 

 

Obtaining the above information is required for development of appropriate examination 

procedure, including: selection of a examination setup, equipment, development of 

assessment criteria, evaluation of flaw detectability and reliability of examination. In addition, 

when partial inspection of a bridge is performed, the obtained information is used to prioritize 

zones for AE examination. 

4. Investigation of Material Properties and Flaw Characteristics 

Laboratory and/or full-scale tests shall be conducted on concrete and metal specimens and/or 

structure components like beams with known flaws at known stage of development in order to 

develop ability to detect, identify and assess or classify specific flaws/faults in intended 

applications. In addition, standard examination of core concrete specimens taken from the 

examined structure together with AE measurement is recommended to identify real condition 

and quality of the concrete, identify possible concrete age related degradation, as well as 

possible deviation from the designed properties. 

 

When small specimen laboratory tests are conducted, they should be performed according to 

ASTM E1932 standard [11]. In addition, the following initial requirements are recommended: 

• Type and mode of specimen loading should correspond to those normally present in 

the goal application. These can be compression (step-wise or monotonically increasing 

load), bending, shear or fatigue tests. 

• Specimens should be taken from the structure to be examined. If no material from the 

structure is available, it is recommended to obtain specimens from structures with 

similar design and that were in operation over comparable time. 

• Flawed and/or flawless specimens are examined. Flaws typical for the examined 

structure can be artificially induced or be a part of the specimen taken directly from a 

structure. 

 

AE characteristics acquired during the test of small specimens can be significantly affected by 

reflections, different geometric/size effects on flaw development and other factors. Therefore, 

in every specimen test, it is necessary to find invariant qualitative or quantitative AE 

characteristics that can be usefully applied for examination of real structures. Examples of 

such invariant characteristics that are delivered by considering interdependence between 

cumulative AE Energy and level of compressive stress applied on concrete specimens in a 

step-wise manner are described in number of publications including [3]: 

• Stress at on-set of micro- cracks formation identified by AE (Figure 1, R
0

c). 

• Stress at on-set of creep development identified by AE (Figure 1, R
c
c). 

• Stress at on-set of macro- crack formation identified by AE (Figure 1, R
m

c). 

 

Mechanical properties acquired during specimens tests should be documented, including 

compression strength, fracture behavior (normal or brittle), etc. 
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Figure 1. Specimen under test (a). Typical interdependence between AE Energy vs. Stress derived during step-

wise compressive loading of a concrete specimen (b). 

 

When statistically sufficient batches of specimens are tested, it is useful to: 

• Investigate statistical distribution of mechanical properties and AE parameters/ 

characteristics of the examined specimens. 

• If several characteristic statistical groups of specimens according to their mechanical 

and AE characteristics are observed, it is recommended to perform fractography 

examinations to identify qualitative or quantitative differences between groups of 

specimens. Such investigation is useful for separation of concrete specimens having 

different strength and different concrete qualities (Figure 2). Once such differences 

identified, the obtained information may be used in certain cases for detection of these 

indications of in goal applications. 
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Figure 2. Fractography investigation of core specimens with reduced compressive strength and brittle fracture 

behavior due to low quality of concrete detected by means of AE. 

 



Whenever possible, it is recommended to perform full-scale tests on concrete and reinforced 

concrete components with known service-developed or artificially induced flaws. It is 

important to note that artificially developed flaws may have lower detectability compared 

with service-developed flaws due to different factors. 

5. Selection of Equipment and Sensor Installation 

General rules for selections of equipment described in ASTM E1932 [2] standard shall apply 

with the following additional considerations: 

• The primary consideration in selection of sensors is frequency characteristics of AE 

waves generated by possible flaws developing in the concrete or metal members of the 

bridge.  

• Sensors sensitive in the frequency range between 50 to 200 kHz are typically applied 

for examination of reinforced concrete structures. 

• Flat respond sensors in the above mentioned frequency range can be used whenever it 

is necessary to perform frequency-based analysis of AE signals in order to separate 

different processes by their frequency characteristics and for performing advanced AE 

source location, etc. For example, it is possible to distinguish between rebar corrosion 

and concrete micro-cracking based on frequency discrimination [3]. 

 

Sensor positioning and installation should be performed under the following considerations: 

• Sensors spacing is based on investigation of wave propagation characteristics in the 

structural components to be examined and by AE background noise characteristics. 

For this purpose, it is necessary to investigate modes of AE waves that can be present, 

their velocity and attenuation characteristics. For simple cases like flat metal plates, 

one can use analytical solution to predict wave propagation characteristics, and for 

complex geometries various numerical software packages can be used. In zones with 

elevated and/or variable background noise, the distance between sensors can be 

shortened to allow better detectability, which usually is the primary objective of 

examination. 

• Normally sensors spacing should not exceed distance at which pencil-lead break 

generated AE waves will attenuate more than 30 dB. 

• It is recommended to place sensors in zones with highest stresses, at proximity of 

know flaws or at zones with high risk of flaw presence as well as at proximity of main 

structural joints. 

6. System Performance Verification 

System performance verification should be conducted immediately before the examination. 

This is in order to ensure that the system is satisfactorily prepared for the examination. 

Particularly, one must verify that sensors are properly mounted on the structure and maintain 

required sensitivity level and there are no conditions that reduce sensitivity and reliability of 

the system. During and immediately after the examination, it is necessary to verify that there 

is no change in system performance. Maximum deviation between channel response on pencil 

lead break or other artificially generated AE wave should not exceed 3 dB. System channels 

found to have performance below required minimum should be repaired or replaced. Any 

significant change in performance during examination should be documented. System 

performance verification shall be performed by guidelines provided in ASTM E2374 standard 

[12]. 

 



7. AE Examination of the Bridge Structure 

An optimal examination procedure is considered one that ensures the maximum probability of 

flaw/fault indication and detection while minimizing false negative findings. This can be 

achieved by the application of AE examination under appropriate loading/environmental 

conditions and using suitable equipment and methods of data acquisition and data analysis. 

7.1. Loading/Environmental Conditions for Conducting AE Examination 
 

Optimal conditions for performing examination are considered those, under which 

flaws/faults naturally originate and develop in the examined structure. For example, if it is 

assumed that flaw originate and develop in the bridge primarily due to heavy traffic, it is 

recommended to conduct AE examination under heavy traffic conditions. If support cracking 

of a river bridge is suspected due to water freezing inside of the concrete, it is recommended 

to perform AE examination during winter. At the same time, chemically induced cracking due 

to rebar corrosion or due to alkali-silica reaction can be detected at all load/environmental 

conditions. 

 

In certain cases, it may be required to perform examination under higher stresses than normal 

operational stresses, for example, when duration of examination is short and additional 

stimulus is necessary to intensify flaw development or when a structure is periodically 

subjected to dynamic overstresses above normal operational stresses. Additional special 

examinations can be performed under controlled variable stress conditions to evaluate 

sensitivity of flaws to load/stress changes. These cases are not considered in this guide. 

7.2. Duration of Examination 
 

Duration of examination is governed by probability of flaw/fault detection. The probability of 

flaw detection depends upon failure mechanisms, examination setup, hit detection techniques, 

background noise characteristics, stress conditions and other factors. Duration of examination 

should be such that at least 6 signals related to the least active flaw indication to be revealed 

will be detected under specific AE background noise conditions using the particular system 

and examination setup. Thus, for example, in zones with elevated background noise and/or 

with high thresholds, longer examination times may be required. Examination duration should 

be increased to achieve consistent and statistically valid results in case of variable stress or 

elevated/fluctuating AE noise conditions. 

 

In general, 30 minutes to 1 hour measurements are minimum duration necessary for reliable 

detection of flaw indications in reinforced concrete structure. Long term or continuous 

monitoring of a bridge may be necessary whenever it is required to assess cable rupture rate 

or for long term fatigue monitoring of metal members or when it is needed to assess bridge 

integrity under seismic and/or landslide activity. 

7.3. Noise Management 
 

Structures can operate under strong and variable AE background noise (for example, due to 

traffic, winds or rains). This is one of the main challenges of AE examination. Therefore it is 

always recommended to avoid AE measurements under elevated noise conditions. Other 

means to manage noise effect on examination performance is by selection of optimal 

equipment, system setup including filtering low frequencies, use of guard sensors and 

application of special methods of data acquisition and data analysis.  



7.4. System Setup 
 

7.4.1. Frequency range.  

 

The frequency range for conducting AE examination should be in agreement with the 

selection of sensors, preamplifier characteristics and noise conditions. In the case of high 

background noise, the high-pass frequency range can be increased. Nevertheless, this may 

require shortening the distance between sensors due to increased attenuation. Any increase in 

the high-pass frequency should be followed by analysis of attenuation and detectability of 

signals of target amplitude and frequency under specific background conditions and given 

sensor spacing. Areas of structure with reduced detectability or reliability due to any reason 

should be specified in the report. 

 

7.4.2. Hit detection techniques.  

 

Detection of AE activity suspected to be from flaw development usually is a problem of 

statistical outlier detection. Different hit detection techniques, threshold dependent for burst 

AE signals or threshold independent for continuous AE signals and their combination may be 

used for structure examination. Among threshold dependent techniques, several fixed or float 

threshold methods are often used for detection of AE burst signals. In order to minimize false 

positive hit detection by float threshold, additional parametric hit filtration is required. 

Normally, hits with too short or too long duration and few counts are eliminated. Detection of 

leaks, seepages, column instability and landslide activity requires measurement of continuous 

characteristics of noise, such as RMS, kurtosis, peak amplitude and others. 

7.5. Load/Environmental/Traffic Data 
 

Strain, load, traffic and environmental data (temperature, wind speed and etc.) can be 

measured during examination. This data can be used to detect possible correlation between 

AE activity and relevant operational/stress/environmental conditions. 

7.6. Documentation of Sensor Installation and of the Structure 
 

Documentation of sensor installation and of the structure should be performed during 

examination and include information about exact position of the sensors, their spacing and 

their distance from main elements of the structure. 

7.7. Visual Survey 
 

Visual survey of the bridge and its main components accessories should be conducted during 

examination for any unusual conditions or possible deficiencies. Visual survey may provide 

important direct and/or indirect information about structure condition, possible overstressed 

zones, assist in interpretation of some of recorded AE activity, etc. It is particularly important 

to differentiate between the various signs of problems, which may be encountered. These 

include for instance, cracks, pop-outs, spalling, disintegration, color change, weathering, 

staining, surface blemishes and lack of uniformity. When cracks are visually detected it is 

important to measure their length, orientation, opening and also notice possible reasons for 

their development such as bending or shearing, settlement, rebar corrosion or others. 

 

Visual inspection is not confined to the surface but may also include examination of bearings, 

expansion joints, drainage channels and similar features of a structure. Any misuse of the 



structure can be identified when compared to the original designed purpose of the structure. 

All abnormal findings should be reported. Visual survey can be conducted according to [1]. 

7.8. Preliminary Analysis 
 

Preliminary analysis of the measured data must be performed in the field in order to reveal or 

rule out any severe conditions that may threaten safety of the examined structure and should 

be immediately addressed. Although such scenarios are rare, still they happen and therefore 

the role of preliminary analysis cannot be under evaluated. 

8. Data Analysis 

8.1. Location and Clustering 
 

Different methods are applied for evaluation of AE source location. Commonly applied 

methods are time-difference locations for burst AE signals, zone location, cross-correlation 

and energy attenuation-based locations for continuous and burst AE signals.  

 

Location clustering can be performed to identify AE source characteristics including likely 

AE origin, number of emissions vs. time vs. physical location, etc. AE activity locations 

should be compared with position of main structural elements, structural accessories, etc. and 

findings of visual survey.  

 

Statistical analysis of signal parameters within each cluster should be performed in order to 

identify possible different groups of AE signals within a cluster, which may identify several 

physical processes occurring in the same location (for example, rebar corrosion and concrete 

micro-cracking). In Figure 3, one can see a large number of AE signals recorded at a 

measurement point over 1 hour duration. Analysis of these signals in Energy vs. Counts 

domain establishes presence of several processes of AE. Further analysis of these processes 

establishes that they correspond to micro- and macro-crack development at the measured 

location as well as to intensive rebar corrosion. 

 

Location accuracy and reliability can be limited in cases of strong and/or variable background 

noise and/or complex geometries. Due to these reasons, different location artifacts including 

location folding and location scattering may be observed. Nevertheless, it is important to note 

that all AE activity, regardless if it is locatable or not, should be analyzed, documented and 

reported. 

8.2. Flaw-Indication Identification and Assessment  
 

When proper methods of data analysis and criteria are developed, AE data can be used for 

flaw-indication/identification, assessment or classification. AE is flaw/fault-stage-material 

specific, i.e. different flaws and faults at different stages of their development in different 

materials have different AE characteristics. Therefore, flaw/fault identification (typification) 

and assessment is possible when unique AE characteristics characterizing different 

flaws/faults indications at different stages of their development in the specific material can be 

identified, effectively distinguished and compared with similar characteristics obtained in 

similar applications and/or in laboratory tests. Features used in data analysis should have an 

established relationship with physical phenomena being measured during AE examination in 

order to ensure correct assessment of the examined structure. Signal parameters used for 

assessment of indications should be a minimum set of statistically significant features; filtered 



and normalized whenever is required so influence of background noise is minimized and data 

measured at different times and different locations is comparable. Comparison of 

loading/stress/environmental conditions with AE activity and/or AE data parameters can be 

used to identify conditions causing flaw/fault accumulation, development, acceleration or 

arrest. 

 

a 

 
b 

 
Figure 3. AE Energy vs. time (a). AE Energy vs. Counts (b). 

 

8.3. Managing Uncertainties  
 

During data analysis a conservative approach should be taken in case of uncertain results. 

Flaw/fault indications that can be equally classified into two different groups by their severity 

level should be attributed to the group corresponding to more severe flaws/faults. Also, all AE 

activity distinguishable from AE background noise should be considered as flaw/fault related 

activity unless difference is verified. 

 

 

 



9. In-Place Assessment of Concrete Properties and Stress Distribution by Means of AE 

Statistics indicate that up to 20% of reinforced-concrete bridge failures occurred due to the 

fact that actual operating stresses on some structural elements exceed the designed level or 

that stress redistribution along the structure is not uniform and results in a local stress 

concentration. Acoustic emission technology can be used for in-place assessment of concrete 

properties and evaluation of stress distribution using methodology described in [3]. This 

methodology is based on application of powder-actuated tools (nail guns) to drive a metal 

probe (hardened steel nails) into the concrete with simultaneous measurement of AE. As an 

alternative one can base this procedure on ASTM C803 / C803M - 03 [13]. 

 

The principal of this method described in [3] is based on the experimentally derived 

interdependence between acoustic emission parameters and the level of stress in the concrete 

component. Performing the test along the bridges spans, girder box cross-sections, support 

cross-sections allows: 

• Comparative evaluation of stress levels along the bridge structure. 

• Identify suspected areas with lower quality concrete. 

• Identify overstressed areas. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Nail gun test performed in four location of the girder box cross-section. The results demonstrate the 

upper locations 4-1-5 and 4-1-6 are subjected to higher stress levels compared with lower locations 4-1-2-1 and 

4-1-4-1. 

 

Using similar approach it is possible to identify distribution of the principal stresses in the 

concrete structure by considering difference in AE respond over a set of AE sensors installed 

around nail penetrating point as shown in Figure 5. It was shown in [3] that the direction of 

maximum principal stress is correlative with direction of maximum AE Energy recorded at 

different sensors locations. 



 

Figure 5. Sensors installed around penetration location. 

 

10. Report 

Examination report should include the following information: 

• History of the structure, repairs and findings of previous NDE examinations. 

• Description of examination procedure and test setup. 

• Location of flaw/suspected indications, their type and significance specified in 

isometric drawings and tables. Operational/stress/environmental conditions, under 

which flaw-indications revealed are most active.  

• Findings of the visual survey. Zones with reduced reliability of examination. 

• Conclusions and recommendations regarding the interval for the next examination and 

application of other NDE methods if necessary, when and where. 

 

Re-examination of structure is performed to follow up on the condition of a structure over 

time. For success of monitoring, it is necessary to identify quantitative and/or qualitative AE 

characteristics that are changing with flaw/fault development. It is important to perform 

monitoring at least partially under similar operational conditions as during the previous 

examination. If a significant change in stress/operational conditions occurs for any reason, it 

may require change in the monitoring policy and re-inspection interval. In cases when 

structure is subjected to extreme dynamic event/s and trauma, it should be re-examined 

immediately after this event occurrence. Optimal re-inspection interval is such that a risk of 

unexpected failure is reduced to the minimum acceptable probability, defined for the specific 

structure with specific operational and stress conditions, material and specific flaw 

mechanisms. Presence of different structural risk factors like history of uncontrolled 

overstresses should also be taken into consideration. Re-inspection interval can be shortened 

in case of reduced detectability or reliability of the examination due to high or fluctuating 

background noise conditions. 

11. Conclusions 

In this work, we present a guide for AE examination of reinforced concrete bridges. It can be 

used to detect, locate and characterize AE sources active in the structure under normal 

operational/loading/environmental conditions. 

 



When proper methods of data acquisition and analysis are developed, and criteria are 

elaborated, AE data measured during examination can be used for identification and 

quantitative or qualitative assessment of flaw indications. 
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